
Ping Pong 
Lesson objective 
Pupils will learn to; Control the distance and Trajectory of the ball using a Wedge.  
Set up for activities 
Ideally, teams of  2 – 4 players. 
Place out 2 squares of cones approximately 3m x 3m with a line of cones, Net or obstacle e.g. a 
bunker in-between –  
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LEVELS 
Learners shot is considered 
successful based on the following 
criteria 
Beginner 
Beginner’s ball bounced in the 
opponents square- doesn’t have to 
be first bounce and doesn’t have to 
remain in the square 
Intermediate 
Intermediate pupil’s ball bounced 
in the opponent’s square- must be 
first bounce but doesn’t have to 
remain in the square 
Advanced 
Advanced pupil’s ball bounced in 
the opponents square- must be 
first bounce AND must remain in 
the square 

OBJECTIVE 
Players must chip and land the ball 
(preferably a soft ball or tennis ball for 
safety) in the opponents square. If the 
ball does not finish in the opponents 
square the opposing team scores a point. 
The ball must be played as it lies i.e from 
where it finishes after the opponents 
shot. The first team to score 9 points wins 
the challenge  
Beginner 

Throw a ball by hand land in the 
opponents square (alternatively 
beginners may use a wedge but tee 
the ball up) 
Intermediate 
Chip a ball using a wedge to  land in 
the opponents square 
(intermediates may  tee the ball up) 
Advanced 
Chip a ball using a wedge to  land in 
the opponents square (advanced 
must play the ball as it lies) 
 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Beginner 
Beginner can throw or chip the ball 
in the direction of the opponent’s 
square 1 out of 3 tries. 
Intermediate 
Intermediate pupil can chip the ball 
to land (first bounce) in the 
opponents square 1 out of 3 tries 
Advanced 
Advanced pupil can chip the ball to 
land (first bounce) and stay in the 
opponent’s square 1 out of 3 tries 
  
Teaching point: 
pendulum swing same distance 
back same distance forward 
The game can be developed by the 
pupils aiming for the target from 
progressively further away 
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